
Sponsorship proposal: 

7-seater vehicle 



Connect is a high performance academy based in Cape Town, South Africa. 

Our athletes are supported holistically to meet our target of producing 

professional sportsmen and women by providing consistent access to quality 

resources and opportunities. 

Children in our system are also given nutritional and academic support with 

a view to creating healthy, well-rounded young people ready to enter the 

adult world. 

Through our partnerships with fellow academies and clubs, athletes that 

progress through our system have a direct pathway to competitive and 

provincial fixtures. 

Connect is a truly hands-on initiative, working directly with disadvantaged 

communities in an authentic attempt to not only create top sports players, 

but to provide a pathway for young coaches and administrators to develop, 

thrive and share their growing skills as a legacy of our work. 

About Connect 



Why we need a vehicle

The day-to-day running of our academy sees athletes moving all over Cape 

Town and the surrounding area for school, training, fixtures and trials. 

While Connect has made frequent use of public and private transport to 

achieve this, there are many occasions on which it would be beneficial to have 

complete control of our transport. 

We expect this to save time and expense, as well as allowing us to be far more 

adaptable and consistent in what is often an unpredictable environment of 

grassroots transformation. 

Furthermore, the safety of the young people in our care will be better ensured 

by keeping them under the direct care of Connect staff between home and their 

sporting commitments. 

As our academy becomes more successful, we are increasingly seeing our 

athletes competing and training at several venues across the region, often at the 

same time. An extra vehicle would allow us to better allocate our resources and 

staff in order to give our athletes the indiviual, holistic care that is essential to 

them fulfilling their potential. 



Suggested Vehicles 

Honda Mobilio, Toyota Avanza, Toyota Verso. 

Vehicle Cost: Circa R200,000 

Annual Running Costs 

Insurance: R18,000 

Fuel: R20,000 

Driver: R60,000 

Maintenance/Branding: R8,000 

Total annual running costs: R106,000 

TOTAL COSTS: R306 000 

*Figures are estimates based on  past 

experience and expectations of future 

commitments. While these may change in future 

due to the unpredictable nature of youth development, we 

believe this to be a reasonable guide.  

Brand Exposure 

• Regular travel around the Cape Town City 

Bowl and CBD. 

• Minimum four round trips per month 

between Cape Town and Khayelitsha on the 

N2 Highway. 

• Regular presence at elite Cape Town schools 

including Bishops, SACS, Rondebosch, 

Wynberg, Sun Valley, Tygerberg, Reddam etc. 

• Regular journeys to provincial fixtures and 

training sessions in Belville and Paarl, 

amongst other venues, along the N1 and N2 

Highways. 

• Presence at Western Province fixtures, 

tournaments and tours where Connect 

athletes are competing. 

Contact us

Suggested vehicles and costs

antoinette@connectcommunity.co.za

www.connectsportsacademy.co.za

+27 71 8870489/connectsportsacademy

/connectacademy

@ConnectNPC


